IT'S 'OCTOBERFEST'

Homecoming!

LYNN SIYIE!

Homecoming _and Alumni Family
Weekend to l<ick Off in October
and Families weekend on Oct. 26 and 27, says

By SHEENA FOSTER

Spanish River Beach
By Jonathan Nimerfroh

A CEI,EBRATION!
Lynn Turns
40 - Years - Old
-~~.io

year Lynn celebrates 40 years as an
institution of higher education. Back in
1962 the religious order of the Sacred
of Mary broke ground for Marymount
on an isolated tract off MilitaT)', Trail,
fa"~·"~"'u'" onl.y by a dirt road and surrounded by
farms and strawberry fields. It was to be a
'"'"'-""''" finishing school for young women, the
step on a journey that would lead to today's
University.
, year later Marymount enrolled 250 students.
· .· :The campus consisted of Trinity Hall dormitory, a
1
student center, an academic building - then called
· ·!Carrol Hall, now known as the Assaf Academic
·. Center - and a maintenance building.
Kathleen Clunan, one of the sisters who set up Marymount remembers the
early trials of the college.
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lear your calendars! The fun and festivities of Homecoming Week will kick off
on Oct. 21 with window painting in the
lobby of the cafeteria and will end with the
"Anything Floats Race" sponsored by the Knights
Activity Team on Oct. 25. But what is
Homecoming Week without the Mr. & Ms. Lynn
University pageant? Each year, contestants are
asked to apply for the coveted throne by submitting applications or applying through their clubs
or organizations.

C

Former Ms. Lynn University, junior Leury
Moreno, wishes the competitors the best.

Patrick Beswick, Coordinator of Programming and
Student Life.
"There will be body art painters, music, food and a caricaturist," he said.
"And oh yeah," he adds with a devilish grin, "I'll be
taking lots of pictures for the yearbook, tool"
Gareth Fowles, head of the Student Alumni Association
estimates 400 alumni will return to Lynn. Undergrads
are encouraged to meet them. Says Beswick, "This is
an excellent time for the students to mingle with the
graduates and see accounts of their ventures into the
real world."

"I hope that they are full of school spirit!"

Please e-mail Patrick Beswick at PBeswick@)ynn.edu or
Lots of good activities are planned for Alumni

Gareth Fowles at GFowles@lynn.edu with any inquiries.

MEET
THE
GOVERNOR
Bush Comes To Lynn
By RENEN KATZ
overnor Jeb Bush came
to Lynn on Sept. 19 to
do a 5-minute interview with Jim Brosmer of the
College of International
Communications. The interview is part of Democracy
2002, a show the students produce, which airs on WPTV
News ChannelS. Political
guests are candidates in the
show's coverage area, and vary
from city council representatives to the governor.

G

Students who are involved with
the show say it's a great

resume builder. I asked the governor a few questions concerning
students and voters.
My first question was how he
plaris to bridge the gap between
the quality of health care and
services. provided by big businesses and the self-employed. This is
important to college students,
especially seniors, because after
graduation many are no longer
eligible for their parents• health
care plan.

Governor Bush responded that the
state is working on "a bare bones
health care policy which would lower
costs to make it more affordable for

"I have heard
many of these
concerns"
CONTINUED TO PG. 4
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I Have Only
By JODI COHEN

Just One
Minute!

By MICHELE JACABACCI

W

elcome, but don't sit
back and relax, tomorrow is graduation.

College is the greatest and fastest
four, five, or six years of your life.

hat's up everyone! I just wanted to welcome the new students
to Lynn as well as all the returning students. I hope everyone's first two months at school went well.
In the world of the Knights Activity Team (KAT), we've been having a
great time. With incredible activities offered, a hard working executive
board, almost 20 new members, and awesome event tum-outs, we look
forward to the year ahead of us.

"If I were to

offer any
advice, it
would be
learn who you
are and; -most

KAT is offering many new events this year, such as the first annual tailgate party, a sex and relationship lecture, a motion simulator; as well as
improvements to your favorite events. Movie nights are always popular
days so in order to get things organized, KAT will be restructuring the
event. Keep your eyes open for changes in November. But for now you
can still pick up your movie tickets at Muvico, but remember, get there
early because tickets go quickly!
Also, we have Homecoming approaching soon, so get a team together
and compete in the week's events to win up to $560!!

importantly,
whom you
want to
become."

The essence of college life is not
only in the classroom, but also
outside. I mean the classrooms of
Dolphin games, Student Activities,

I'd just like to thank everyone for coming out to our events and also
remind you that more fun is on the way. After all, "KAT is the word".
Have a great year and good luck to everyone.

O'Connell's, HUSH, the beach,

Intern: Editor
Andrew Vmnes

the dorm room two doors down,
and of course, Fridays 101.
If I were to offer any advice; it

Ufestylei

-\ dam Lope?.z
tetJtDology
Renen Katz

tattWrit r
Raghu Veer Singh

would be learn who you are and,
most importantly, whom you want
to become. It is in college that we
make life-long friends within a
week.; find our best man and maid
of honor; and begin developing
into the person that we have

Fatuity .o\th • n
Myle Lud~'ig and
P'atricl.: Beswick.

dreamt of becoming.

Math and History class that make

The Pulse welcome oontributiOffi
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By JONATHAN WILLIAMSON

0

tinually, school spirit also continues to grow.

n behalf of Knights of the Roundtable

KOR is working tirelessly to plan the annual Holiday

(KOR), I would like to say, this year is off

Gala, set for Dec. 6 at Maggiono's. This event is

to a great start!

always an excellent way to celebrate the holidays
before the break, and to blow off some steam before

It is not just going to English,
iOl€ r>ulse is the sn1dent newspaper
o Lynn nl\'ersity. Published by
I h~ CoUe •e of International
Communications.

MESSAGE FROM
KOR PRESIDENT

us part of the educated society, but
the qualities we take from the
relationships we have made. As
someone said: "I have only just
one minute, only sixty seconds in
it, forced upon me-can't refuse it,

KOR is a liaison between students, staff, and faculty at
as well as providing student leadership at Lynn.
Although KOR is not an organization you can sign up

finals. Remember, if you plan to attend, you may want
to bring cloths back. from Thanksgiving break as this is
a semi-formal event.

for at the activities fair, it is an organization you can
be nominated for by any staff or faculty member on
the campus this spring. Please let it be known to your
professors, or another staff member if you are interested in becoming part of the team.

didn't seek it, didn't chose it. But

KOR is also planning another event at Ski-Rixxen's
cable park. For those of you that have never done it,
it's a blast! The event includes water skiing, wake
boarding, knee boarding, wake skating, and much
more.

it's up to me to use it. I must suf-

As I write this article and reminisce over my past three

fer if I lose it. Give account if I

years here at Lynn, I cannot believe how much has

abuse it, just a tiny little minute-

changed in such a short abou of time.

But eternity is in it."

As enrollment increases and buildings are erected con-

This is an event that you do not want to miss! College
is. what you make of it!
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Benjamin Joslin's B1oatOO Bag

Of
OP-inion
.
Money, The Root Of AII ... Stupidity

CAMPUS HUMOR
You Know You Go To Lynn If...
By JODI COHEN

*Your graduating in December
and telling every freshman girl

By BENJAMIN JOSLIN
imply put; Americans are money driven people.
Our social status is often detennined by bow
much cash we've plunked down on ourselves.
From wrist watches that could feed a small village in
Central Africa, to pants that cost more than my mo~
ly rent, despite looking identical to the ones I bought
at Sears.

S

But we citizens can't even come close to chalienging the
masters of frivolous spemting. the govemment.
The following are a few instances in wbieh our gov~
ernment seems to have lost its financial mind although ifs questionable whether it had one in the
first plaee- and spent taxpayer'!- money tm some of
the most bizarre thinp one could imagine.
• Over· Sl3M since 1983 was spent on resem:hing

potatoes. Not on anything in particular, they simply
warit to resean:b potat~. All that lllld they still C&lf't
get the sput:b to do uything but grow: and be eaten.
• $119M was spent by the Pentagon each year on
newspapers and perrodicals. Maybe we can get
The Pulse in on that action;
• $2.2B wu spent for one B-2 bomber, which means
the plane, which weighs 160,000 pounds, is worth

more than $15,000 per pound. That's three times more
than gold. I wonder how long it will take for a rapper
to have one in his video wTth 50-inch rims on it.
• Over $34M for screw worm research, which doesn't
even exist in the U.S. anymore.
• And here's a good one, $11M spent by the Pentagon
to employ psychics to provide military info. I guess
that's wheR Miss Clro got the money for her info
commercials.
However, some of the smaller amounts spent are
the most ridiculous!
• $180,000 to stlldy owl vomit.
*- $lM to study brown tree snakes {only found irr
Guam).
• $84,600 to discover why people fall in love.
• !40,000 to calculate bow long it takes to cook eggs.
• $460;000 for the- Maui Algal Bloom c.risis (made
even more ridiculou by th• fact that there iw no such

*You're willing to park in a lake

you meet that you're looking for a

to avoid a Boca PD ticket

long-term relationship

* The only reason you picked

* Your tuition includes a 5-day

Lynn was because Jonathan

Carnival Cruise

Williamson gave you the campus

* You can't figure out why it's

tour

300 degrees in the middle of

* You1J spend $3,000 on Gucci

October

gear, but you'U run to the bar ta

*You live in a gated community,

save on two-fen

where the gate is alway! broken

* You realized that the reason you

* You're wondering why you didn't

paHl more to live in the "New"

gotoFAU

Lynn Resident Hall was for iDJur-

• You've chansed apartments 13

• $23fMII8 to buy a balf-aae of land in Washinglml,
DC it turns out the gcJV8IIIMIIt already OWRCd.

ance on 7 A.M. flub floods

timca in Ccntcrgate because your

* You'rewooclerin!wt.,the

neighbors report you for noise v\0.

So even though you should feel like a fool for spending half ofUgan~sGDP on your wardrobe, remember; no matter how extravagant you are, our government has always got you heal

average age of freshman is 25

lations

*You're on the 8 year plan and

*You're aspiring to use your

your parents are OK with it

degree to become Lynn faculty

crisis).

"The outdoor
patio wi II be
much like the
one in the
Student
Center,
except it will
have more
trees."

"The staff
was hired,
hand-picked
by Rothman
out of his
past
co-workers
and friends."

LOST. . IN ''LYNN'' BURGERS
Lynn Hospitality
SPACE Two
Graduates Open

New
Construction
Temporarily
Hampers
Parking

Lind burger
By GABRIEL PREMINGER

Seth Rothman, Inside Undburger

f you couldn't tell from the congestion in the North Lot and
from the random cement trucks
around campus, construction has
begun on the new maintenance
building. The building will be two
stories high and will house all of
the maintenance staff, the Events
and Facilities Coordinator, the
marketing department, and the
Director of Physical Plans. It is
scheduled for completion by
March 1.

I

The furniture includes beds, tables,
desks, and Pine Tree camp equipment. Lynn will now be able to
buy much of the furniture it usually rents for conferences and
events, and store it in the maintenance building. Therefore, the
building will eventually ''pay for
itself," said Thomson.
When the new building is fmished,
the area where maintenance is currently located, right behind the
cafeteria, will be vacant. It will
most likely be used to expand the
bookstore, and will become the
site of the new mailroom, student
cafe and outdoor patio.
"The outdoor patio will be much
like the one in the Student Center,
except it will have more trees.
The location is perfect, since it is
right in the middle of the school,"
said Thomson.
However, this is still only in the
concept stage of planning.
When construction is finished and
the new maintenance building
opens, the third row of the parking
lot will re-open, relieving some of
the parking stress students have
been experiencing!

more people to access, but provide the

basic semces that someone would
need, but of high quality. Currently,
this program is in trial phases in two or
three different counties in Florida."
The governor said, "Should this
program work, I hope to have it
implemented in a few months."
I asked Bush if the recent request
by The Department of Children
Families Services (DCF) for an
increase to their budget of $473.5
million dollars was a way to
improve DCF and better its
staffing practices?

By ADAM LOPEZ

Though it currently inhibits parking spots and lanes, in the long
run, says John Thomson, Lynn's
Director of Physical Plans, "It will
save the school a lot of money.
Right now, the school rents warehouses, and has some trailers to
store school furniture. The second
floor of this building will house all
that fumiture."

MEET THE GOVERNOR
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

He responded, "Certainly money
alone is not the answer. Money
alone cannot help, but it can hire
more devoted staff with skills, and
improve our training and procedures to improve DCF all around."

years ago, Lynn students, JaredAmson and Seth Rothman were new
fi:esbman entering the hospitality program. Neither of them expected to be
nnming a full-scale restaurant just four years later, but this is what happened

F:

In December of this past year, Arnson and his father Marty, decided to

buy into the Florida burger franchise, Lindburgers. They found a spot in
the heart of Boca Raton on Rt. 1, just north of Glades Rd. Because
Arnson had moderate knowledge of the business, father and son decided
there was no one better to run the restaurant than Arnson's long time
friend and fellow hospitality major, Seth Rothman. Rothman had already
interned at Pete Rose's Ballpark Cafe, formerly of West Boca. He
learned the management functions such as food purchasing, staffmg and
customer relations. With Rothman's experience and expert training at
Lynn by professors such as Dr. Linsley Deveau, Dr. James Downey and
Dean Joseph Rooney, the Lindburger crew was ready to begin.
"I was very excited to open this restaurant," said Rothman. "I could
fmally put everything I had learned to good use."
The staff was hired, hand-picked by Rothman from his past co-workers
and friends. On May 13, Lindburgers of Boca Raton officially opened to
much success.
"The business has been doing very well and we defmitely have the best
burgers in town," said Arnson. "We have accomplished more than we
ever thought possible. If all goes well, Lindburgers will be a national
household name."
Both Rothman and Amson will be graduating next May and plan to stay in Boca to
expand the business. Rothman's parents would like him to return to his native New
Jersey, but he feels his career has been set and he wants to follow it Amson, a resident of Boca Raton, plans to get more involved in the ownership after he graduates and run the business for himself.

My last question to Governor
Bush was the concern that many
parents have over the school systems of Florida and the Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test
(FCAn. Specifically, concerns
over students learning skills targeted to pass the FCAT instead of an
all around general education that
provides them the ability to pass
the FCAT, and move forward to
college.
"I have heard many of these concerns, and I am forming a small
committee to look into
these concerns. However sometimes, it's necessary to teach parts
of the FCAT because a
class might fall behind in its
learning schedule. However I am
still concerned over these
allegations, because our future
leaders should be learning skills
to excel in life, not how to
take a test", said Bush.
After the questions, the governor
took some pictures with some
students, and met some
of the university faculty.
Although his stop was brief, it
was a unique opportunity for
students and staff alike.
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MORE BOOKS tv1EANS
MORE MONEY
Book Prices Are On The Rise

By LOURDES CARRERA

LYNN BOOK TORr VS. THE INTERNET
We visited thrur wel l know website to se-e ifwe-cou.ld gel a better prit.e
Title

l ife

Lynn

128.' 5 10~_95

"'AntiilUil

117.90 94.00
110.75 94.00

*Barnes

College
Algerbra

*EC.ampu.s 89.32 84.18

Public
Bus inc:.:
Relations Comm.
77.95
105.95
67, 95
91.95
90.75
90.75
77.24
77.24

lntro
to Logic
97.95
!f4.9S

Delivery

84.95
71.36

1-2 days
3-5 day~

Time
no time
varies

"Excluding tax and S&H which ""ari(':~ depending on the state.
S&H is usually bctween $3-7 per book.

M

books, more money... does this sound fiuniliar? This is a common

thought between many students at Lynn, where book prices are skyketed. The average ammmt a student spends is between $400-600

for books each semester. But why?
According to bookstore manager, Rita Lourreiro, the main reason is
because the store buys sma.ll amounts of books from publishers. "The
size of our school doesn't a.llow us to buy in bulk. We buy about a hundred books right away," Lourreiro said.
There are many ways student can save some book bucks. Used books
have become rea.lly popular on campus. According to Lourreiro, private
companies come to campus to buy and sell books cheaper. "During
fina.ls week, private companies will buy your books and sell them for
less. Also, if we know that teachers will be using the same text and the
same edition the next semester, we will buy those books from students.
We want to help students as much as we can," she said.
Usua.lly flyers are posted all over campus armouncing events at this time.
It is also possible to buy books at discount prices via the Internet.

Students have to keep in mind that extra fees like shipping and handling
(S&H) can add up, and time for delivery can vary.
Today, there are many websites where students can fmd great deals. We

Lynn Turns 40
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

arrive and the dorm wasn't finished. Sister Euphrasia, the Mother
Superior and I were standing in front of the dorm telling the construction
workers in urgent tones that students were arriving and had to have a residence hall to move into, when suddenly a big snake slithered by.
"The construction workers ran. Sister Euphrasia picked up a big wooden
stick from the construction site and killed the snake. Mother Superior
very ca.lmly said 'Gentlemen, Sister Euphrasia would like you to have
this dormitory ready by the end of this week.' It was finished when the
young women arrived."
As universities like Harvard, Ya.le and Notre Dame made admission for
women easier, Marymount WaS not able to maintain enrollment. In 1971,
nine years after the sisters of Sacred Heart of Mary established the college,
the trustees decided to close the school. It was then the 27-year-old president of Wilmington College, Dona.ld Ross, came to Boca Raton to purchase
Marymount's library holdings. He immediately rea.lized Marymount had
great potentia.!. He thought the campus was majestic and tranquil in a residential setting. It had everything Wilmington did not, which was situated
on an old motel site in Delaware.
Ross persuaded the board of trustees of Wilmington to join with
Marymount in an unique consortium to profit both colleges. The board
agreed and nominated him as president. But Marymount's problems continued to plague Ross. He had to convince potentia.! benefactors and
banks in Boca the institution still had some life in it despite its $ 6 million debt.
Ross remembers the first fund raising event. "We held it on the patio outside the student center. We had a band and served Margaritas. I think ten
people showed up. It was a hard sell."
In the early days Ross says, "Military Trail was a two-lane road about as
far west as you could go. It ended on Glades, and you meandered down a
small road to get to the Turnpike. One dirt road led out of the school.
We used to joke that if a car came, it was probably lost."
Despite the adversity Ross succeeded.

In 1974 Marymount became the College of Boca Raton. It was then when
Ross asked insurance magnate Eugene Lynn - who had just moved his
company from Kansas City right next to the campus - to give the school a
mortgage. Lynn declined saying politely, "We don't lend money."
But at Christmas, Ross was delightfully surprised to receive a $100,000
personal check from Lynn. It was the beginning of a long and rewarding
friendship. In 1991, the College of Boca Raton was renamed Lynn
University to reflect the academic and global growth of the institution,
and to honor the Lynn family who have been longtime benefactors.
Since then Lynn has grown at astonishing speed.
In 1993, the school introduced a study-abroad program in association
with the American College Dublin in Ireland. According to Ross "It's
important that American students expand their perspectives and their attitudes, and it takes more then just meeting foreign students or an
American college for that to happen."
This is the same philosophy behind Lynn's affiliations with other campus
such as, Fuji-Phoenix University in Tokyo, Japan, Lincoln University
College in Buenos Aires and Old Forge in New York.

went on specia.l assignment to find out the difference between our bookstore and some online sites, see chart above for differences.

Today Lynn hosts students from 44 states and 88 nations; a community in
which each student is provided with a rich multicultural experience and
global awareness.

Always remember to double-check your selection if you are shopping online.
Many books look the same, but you might be paying more if you purchase the
wrong book. ''You might not be getting what they show you in the picture, and
there is a risk it won't arrive on time," Lourreiro concluded.

"The size of
our school
doesn't allow
us to buy in
bulk. We buy
about a
hundred
books right
away."

It was quite an achievement - going down that dusty road fr<?m

Marymount to Lynn, but Ross said, "Nothing is more fulfilling than
watching a human being develop and grow. I think my own greatest
achievement is having dedicated my life to this process."

''Universities
like Harvard,
Yale and Notre
Dame made
admission for
women easier.''
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INS New
Procedures

_-~- ·'c r..A:n c.·
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'COuntry hut they are creating a stereotype ad susptcton of the mtemational students". ·

The INS says it has '1o keep track" of them, as if they were a package.
The international community understands this was going to happen. Due
to 9/11 the US is creating more and more boundaries fur foreigners to
bring to life their own American dream. 9/11 was a tragedy but it doesn't
seem appropriate to punish everyone because of one man and his followers.

By SELYMAR COLON

LATIN GRAMMY
WINNER
Colombian Rock Star
Juanes Isn't Going
Anywhere

.
IE

By ALEJANDRA HANABERGH

eptember 11, 2001 is a day that no one will forget. It was more
than an attack to the United States; it is a war against world freedom. After years of different races trying to convey the American
dream and actually surviving all the difficulties, one man, one day, one
minute changed this forever. This is why this semester, professors have
to take attendance in class, because they need to report any anomaly to a
Designated School Official (DSO).

S

"He took home
another
Grammyfor
Best Rock
Song at the
third Annual
Latin Grammy
awards on
Sept. 19th."

.
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"Foreigners
may feel like
they are part
of a big
prison,
because
almost
everything
has to be
reported."
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Because of9/11, the U.S. government realized that "we have the laws but
what are we doing with them", said Sheila Shepphard-Sciarra, Assistant
Director for International Programs and Services. The Department of
Justice Office of the Inspector General, appointed that the Immigration
and Naturalization Services (INS) had "deficiencies in the foreign student
processes". This happened as a result of an investigation of the files of
two of the terrorists of9/ll, in which they noticed they changed their status applications to students without much inconvenience.
Because of this the INS created the Student and Exchange VIsitor
Information System (SEVIS). SEVIS enables the INS "to collect information, on an ongoing basis, from schools and exchange programs relating to nonimmigrant foreign stude~ts and exchange students during the
course of their stay in the United States" according to the Federal
Register, Vol. 67, No. 95, Thursday, May, 16, 2002.
SEVIS will be mandatory for all schools after January 31, 2003.
International students in order to come in the United States, need to have
an F, I or M visa. Each classification has a different purpose; F visa is
strictly for students. The I visas are for exchange program students and
falls under the Department of State. The M visa is for students in vocational schools. With this new program , new visas are coming too. What
the INS is trying to create is a "barcode" that will identify every immigrant. When they go through immigration, the designated INS officer
will enter that barcode and all the information of that student will come
up. Mohammed AI Alawi said "America was not like this, now I feel
uncomfortable because all these new procedures.
Some people may think that this is just what we needed to do, but, at the

Gram111y winner Juanes bas
again, taking bome another
for Best Rock Soog at the
third Annual Latin Grammy awards on
Sept 19.
In early 2002, Juanes released his second album, titled Un Dia Normal.
Recorded in Los Angeles, Juanes teamed up once again with Spanish
rock expert Gustavo Santaolalla who co-produced the album.
The first single from the album, "A Dios le Pido," happened to be the
Latin anthem for peace this summer. Capturing the Latin fusion of rock
and the sultty sound of Colombian folk music, the song reached #1 in
multiple countries throughout the world and remained in the top 5 in the
U.S. Latin singles chart for over four months. "Es Por Ti," is the second
single from the artist. It flares up a soft rock love song with the combination of Counting Crows meets U2. "Luna" is one of the tracks that displays rhythmic guitar strumming and combines sounds of cumbia
(Colombia's cultural and ethnic sound), introducing instruments such as
drums, congas, maracas, and flutes along with a type of vallenato nostalgia. Colombia's vallenato includes the sounds of accordions, Amazonian,
Andean and local native Chimila Indian flutes and percussion.
Incorporating the vallenato style into his music clearly shows that fellow
musician Carlos Vives, who has carried the native sound for several
years, has rubbed off on young Juanes.
After the break up of Ekhymosis in 1998 Juanes, founder and creator of
the Latin rock group, decided to move to L.A. and began working with
producer Santaolalla. Having won three Latin Grammy's for his debut
solo album Fijate Bien (Look Closely) released in 2000, his hard work
has paid off in a market that is constantly changing searching for that
unique sound. Juanes (Juan Esteban Aristizabal) who was born in
Medellin, Colombia, was intrigued by many different sounds of music
such as Led Zeppelin, Jimmy Hendrix, and Celia Cruz. The combination
of urban, pop, rock. and Latin American rhythms really hit home for fellow Colombian listeners and are guaranteed to keep this 28-year-old
Colombian star rocking for years to come.
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L

city where people are friendly and welcoming to students and visitors. A European style, co~mopolitan
city with picturesque architecture, it has the fmest
offerings in culture and art as well as a famous
nightlife including late night eateries, coffee shops,
weekend markets and discotheques", according to
Lynn's Study Abroad Brochure.
Jamie Myers, Study Alroad Dirccttt, said, 'The best Ume to
go abroad is your sophomore yest'. Myers also said, ''When
you go abroad, yoo have a beUer outlook of life because yoo
are surrotmded by other cultures".

Imagine studying and getting credit while you experience other parts of the world. From non-Lynn
If choose to go abroad to any of4'Jm's affiliates you pay
Programs, you can choose from anything. The only
that school's tuition; which, in many cases, is lo~than
thing you need to do is pick the school and country
4'Jm's. Also many of Lynn's Study Abroad program HR>Ii,you would like to study in and the Study Abroad
catiom come from noo-4'Jm students, who are interested in
office will patiently take care of all your paperwork
the three tours available.
and guide you through all the necessary steps.

The American College in Dublin is a small, private
college located in downtown Georgian Dublin.
"Dublin is Ireland's national capital and largest city.
It is a city of young people, which offers an overwhelming array of cultural venues and events",
according to Lynn's Study Abroad Brochure. Justin
Bodner, a graduating senior said, "Dublin was a great
experience and attending a school in another country
was a completely different learning style".

Being abroad can make you realize how small this big
world can be. Besides the study abroad programs,
you can also choose from one year to four week pro.,
grams. The Academic Tours vary from year to year
and they reserve only 16 spots for students and faculty
members for the tour. This past year, one of their
study tours was to Germany. Students received three
.credit hours for a communication course. Along with
The Japan program offers a greater variety of schools many other things, students who went on this trip said
and the opportunity to experience ''the beauty of
that the best part is, they were learning, having fun
Japan and become part of the country's centuries old and getting credits while interacting with the German
traditions, vibrant culture, unique geography, dynamculture. The Academic Study Tours include accomic performing arts and extraordinary festivals",
modations, ground transportation, and tickets for
according to Lynn's Study Abroad Brochure.
museums, and parks, among other things. The
Academic Adventure this year will be in January and
Buenos Aires, Argentina is the host city of it's
Lincoln University College. Students have the
it will be a cruise in which approximately 500 of the
opportunity to immerse themselves in Latin
passengers will be Lynn students.
American culture while at the same timeenjoying two
summers during one calendar year because seasons
Meeting other cultures helps you grow as a person and
are reversed south of the equator.
gives you many tools that can be helpful in your real
Argentina's capital, Buenos Aires," is a thriving port life scenarios. College is the best time to do it.
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You Are Missing

Aloog with many olher things, the school has a Study
Abroad program. College is the perfect time to travel and
have a ont>OO-ooe inreraction with other cultures. W's
Study Abroad program offi:rs three optioos: Ireland, Japan
andArgmtina. But students alsobave the~ to
attend non-Lynn JXOgl3lilS. Non-Lynn programs are any
programs Study Alroad is not affiliated with. For example if
you want to go abroad to Madrid, Spain you do it through
the Study Abroad office but it is a non-Lynn program.

.:·:.
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BOARD!
The Opportunities
ynn has a large International community. But
do people have the opportunity to know more
than the one culture that surrounds them? The
answer is no. Many of Lynn graduates have said,
after they graduate and become part of the workforce, they realized how lucky they were to have
people from all over the world around them. But they
regret not taking the time to know them better.
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"When you
go abroad,
you have a
better outlook
of life
because you
are surroundSPRECHEN SIE
ed by other
DEUTSCHFS?
cultures".
Students Tour
Media Facilities in
Berlin
By RAGHU VEER SINGH

D

On the July 7, the students arrived
at Tegel International Airport.
Some endured the 9-hour flight
from the U.S. to Berlin, while others, already in Europe, met up with
the group. After we checked into
the sparsely decorated Fjord Hotel,
we all walked to the Sony Center
at Postzdamer Platz for dinner. We
were 15 - some from the College
of International Communication,
and some from other colleges at
Lynn.
The trip included comprehensive
lectures and visits to Berlin's leading newspapers, T.V. stations and
film museums. The two newspapers were, Der Tagesspiegel and
Beliner Zeitung.
The tours, lectures and cultural
excursions enhanced the courses
we take, making a study-abroad
experience a must for any Lynn
student.

.

•

'·:··.··'• ..
....

of

. ·..

r. Erika Grodzki, and Dr.
Sharaf Rehman organized a
study tour to study the
media outlets and museums, and to
give the students a better understanding of the history and the
methodology of German media. I
was on the trip and we were
encouraged to investigate the differences between German and
American media systems.

~

"The trip
included
comprehensive
lectures and
visits to
Berlin's
leading
newspapers."

"College
radio prides
itself on
being
independently
student run
and
operated."

SAVE THE
WAVES
Lynn Radio's Plight

This solution not only allowed the station to preserve its student identity,
but also has given us the opportunity to reach a much larger audience.
Now students taking production classes in the College of International
Communications are using the station as a learning facility. This has
caused the level of interest and involvement with the station to increase
dramatically, which is what we were ultimately trying to accomplish. By
the end of the Fall semester, Lynn Radio was back on the air and live programming was available to students most evenings of the week. The
Internet broadcasting format is still being developed and will hopefully be
available online by the end of this term.
In retrospect, it was beneficial that the radio station held out for its princi-

t least half a minute had passed and still there was only
silence. I checked the board where all the lights had
mysteriously turned off and it was still dark. I turned the
volume level up on the control panel and tapped the microphone,
but nothing was coming through the speakers. By now over a
minute of broadcast silence had gone by, which in radio time
feels like forever. Panic set in, I was sure I had broken the radio
station.

A

"Come to this
Irish pub any
Thursday
night and
you'll never
see more
people."

the radio station would continue to broadcast on campus as it had before,
but would also develop a format to broadcast over the Internet under the
name Lynn Radio so news and talk shows could be developed.

This was my ftrst experience on the air at Lynn Radio. Since then, I have
come a long way in avoiding on air disasters. In fact, last semester my
job as Station Manager required that I show others how to negotiate those
long seconds of silence when the "on-the-air'' light flashes and suddenly
the overhead lights in the DJ booth seem much brighter. The radio station has also come a long way after suffering its own long lapse of on-air
silence, and is in the process of making a full recovery.
When I took over the job of managing the station, it was facing several
issues preventing us from broadcasting. Both the location of the station
and the broadcasting capability were not the most desirable, which, in
turn, were responsible for a lack of student interest and involvement. In
an attempt to correct these things, the university offered to provide a new
facility and better broadcasting equipment. With this however, the university requested that the station switch its format from playing music to
a talk and news station. After meetings with members of the radio station
and Lynn students, it was agreed to ftnd another solution in order to preserve the existing identity and philosophy of the station.
College radio prides itself on being independently student run and operated, and by giving the creative control to the university. We felt we would
ultimately be betraying that. Unfortunately, left with our existing facilities and only a handful of dedicated station members, by October the
radio station became vacant and eventually went off the air.
The second half of the same month turned out to have far different
results. With sponsorship from an Associate Dean from the College of
International Communications, Dr. David Jaffe, it was agreed the station
needed to be relocated, but could retain the existing format. In exchange,

pals because a good compromise between independence and a learning
resource for the university in teaching this technology has been found.
This semester we are going to collect student pieces on a variety of topics
and have them available as audio ftles on the radio station website. Most
important is that the buzz on campus is back and students are again interested in their school radio station. Fortunately, the university listened to
us as well. Now many others will get to experience that state of euphoric
panic the ftrst time the on-the-air light goes on for them.

HANGIN' AROUND

Welcome To Boca Raton
By ADAM LOPEZ
c

ue the music to "Welcome to Atlanta."

Welcome to Boca Raton, where the old people lay, and sit around the
mall like every day. Big cars, rich cars, with old men roamin', and they
don't wake-up 'till six in the mo'nin'.
Boca nightlife - is that an oxymoron? Is there really anything to do when
the sun sets? Surprisingly, yes. Here's a short list of spots.
TGIFriday's (Boca Town Centre)- This isn't your father's Friday's, or
even the same Friday's from two years ago, but it still brings them in.
Draft is only a buck during college or pro football games. On Tuesdays,
they have a 5-for-5 special, ftve beers for $5. The deals bring in mass
quantities of people. Whether you hate football or are a fanatic, Friday's
is the place to be!
Radius (comer of Palmetto and Powerline) - If you dance, Thursday is the night
to go. It's college night The club has one main dance floor, but you can dance anywhere. This is Boca's premiere dance club with a wide variety of music.
O'Coooells (off US 1 just south of Palmetto)- Come to this Irish pub
any Thursday night and you'll never see more people crammed into one
little tight spot. With one bar, a live band and darts in the back, it's nice
to be Irish at least once a week.
Duffy's (off St. Andrews) - This sports bar is a new player. They run a
range of specials, including 5-for-5. Duffy's has big TVs with games on
at all times.
This is just a short list of places to go to. If you would like to see your
favorite place highlighted, please send a letter to: Lynn University, The
Pulse, Office of Student Activities, 3601 N. Military Trail, Boca Raton,
FL 33431. Your letter should describe the place and explain why you
think it deserves to be highlighted.
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Growth (Voyage to India) all give the same messag&;-10¥&
yourself!

CHEAP
EATS
Cheeburger Cheeburger- A Joint

Voyage to India was written in hotel rooms while on a 10-mooth tour. Arie said
she was really mad when she walked away empty haOOed at the Granmy's.
"It just seemed unfair," said Arie.

So Nice, They Named It Twice!

Her ftrst single off Voyage, Little Things, is about that night. It's a perfect example of how she uses music as a healing tool.

By RENEN KATZ
f you want to bite into more than
a cardboard pizza for a change,
then check out Cheeburger
Cheeburger. Named after the classic
John Belushi and Dan Ackroyd
"Saturday Night Live", this 50's era
stylish restaurant lives up to it's TV
counterpart, serving "no Coke, only
Pepsi."

I

Put that $10 you found under your bed to good use. Forget Me Donalds and
Burger King, you can have what I ordered a cheeseburger, small fries, and soft
drink. This is not your ordinary fast-food burger. My waiter asked me how I wanted it prepared, and what two free towing& I wanted oo my cheeseOOrgtt, pickles
and ooions, of course! Every cheeseburgec is made to order. And this cheeseburgec
was nothing shoo of excellent.

Their signature, which makes this post hip burger joint and popular hangout spot impressive, is their 20-ounce "Pounder''. The name say's it, but
this heavy mountain of meat has a twist. Finish it and have your picture
taken and hung on the wall of big biters for all to see. I stopped counting
pictures after 50.
Adding to an already well thought-out menu are shakes, malts and root
beer floats, with flavors ranging from Amaretto to Vanilla. There are
over 50 flavors to pick from.
Cheeburger Cheeburger is a national chain, established in ten states, and
growing every month. With over with six locations in South Florida, the
closest is right here in Boca at 200 S. Federal Highway, just south of the
Palmetto Park Road intersection. Give them a call at 561-392-1969.

VOYAGE TO

INDIA

She Not Your Average
Girl From The Video
By MICHELE JACABACCI
ndia.Arie is a singer, songwriter
and guitar player who was discovered during the second stage performance a few years back at the
Lillith Fair in Atlanta. Months later,
she signed to MOTOWN records and
released the 7-time Grammy-nominated CD, Acoustic Soul. On Sept.
24, she dropped her second CD, Voyage to India.

I

Arie 's heartfelt music has an R&B meets soul feel to it.
Most of her songs contain a rich melody and natural instrumental sounds. Tracks such as Video (Acoustic Soul),
Headed in the right direction (Voyage to India), and

It did not discourage her, though. She wrote some songs, took a vacation

to Jamaica and came up with a slogan for herself: "Be true to my music
and let the chips fall where they may." The only pressure she felt was to
make music she liked.
She will soon be headlining a tour, Voyage to India. She is preparing for
the tour with rehearsals.
"I will be getting in touch on a more personal level and catching
up on sleep," said Arie.

CHIC EATS

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A
'DAY' MAKES!

"Every cheeseburger is made
to order. And
this
cheeseburger
was nothing
short of
excellent"

By SHEENA FOSTER
YESTERDAY'S, 3001 E. Oakland Park Blvd, Ft. Lauderdale (on the
Intercoastal) tel: (954) 561-4400

A ~ambience; delectable dinners; and attentive wai1m at Yestm:lay's,
..t"\.where classic elegance meets oooternpoony chic foc a sizzling result
It's no surprise South Florida restaurateur Peter Beck owns the place. His
other eateries-Aruba Beach Cafe, H20 Bar and Grille and Casablanca
Cafe-are all on the oceanfront, save Yesterday's on the Intercoastal.
Located on East Oakland Park Boulevard, Yesterday's is a haven for the
well-heeled student, baby-socialite and daters having a night on the town.
Inside, the chichi furnishings and red color scheme are an electrifying
aphrodisiac. Strut down the velvet carpeted ramp and to your left is the
expansive sunken bar. Straight ahead is the main dining area with a 180
degree view of the water.
But, honey; the digs' eye candy is just a start. The waiters will never neglect you, even when the place is flooded with diners. The Continental
cuisine is world class.
As for an appetizer, the cup of Roasted Maine Lobster Bisque (5.95) was
concise in flavor but the dearth of lobster chunks spoiled the consistency
for the already perfectly thick bisque. On a diet? Avoid the drowned-indressing Caesar salad (4.95).
As for an entree, my fav was the Rosemary Rubbed New Zealand Rack
of Lamb with sauteed spinach and dauphine potatoes (26.95). My only
baaaa! was for mint jelly as a spread. But in two shakes of a lambs tail,
my waiter whisked it to my table.
If you aren't feelin' bo peepish, sink those chompers into Certified Black
Angus (18.95-12oz. $26-16.oz). Opt for medium-well: my last order was
a little overdone when I asked for well. For the surf-catcher, Yesterday's
Fresh Florida Yellowtail Snapper Ponchartrain, pan seared and served
with shrimp, crabmeat, toasted almonds and lemon beurre blanc, or
lemon sauce($23.95), saves you a trip to Key West to taste the popular
melt-in-your-mouth ftsh.
Lastly, the dessert menu delivers the K.O punch. Unfortunately for moi,
the Tiramisu was MIA from the menu because of a recent bill of fare
revamp. But there was a sinful substitute: Chocolate Mud Cappuccino
Cup with White Cappuccino mousse and Vanilla ice cream over a sunken
brownie-an endless hot fudge cup blanketed in whipped cream. Pass the
wheelbarrow, please!

"Be true to
my music and
let the chips
fall where
they may."

~
''This win

meant a lot to
our team
because they
beat us twice
last year and
went on the win
the National
Chlmpionship.''

-

PFRFILI'
START

Unbeaten,
The Men's
Soccer Team
Seeks
National
Championship

-

Rollins College, 2-0, at home for
their second conference victory.

In the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America/Adidas
National Rankings, the Knights are
number two in the country as of
the Oct. 7 poll. They rank number
one in the NCAA Division II
South Region.

In the season's first 9 games, Lynn
dominated their opponents, scoring
32 goals durins their winDing
streak, while their opponems have
only scored 5. Avemgiog 23.3
shots per game, the defense has
only allowed 6.9 attempts- from
opponents. In 6 of. I 0 games, the
Knights have seared 4 or more

By SARA QUATROCKY

CHANGES
IN THE
ATHLETIC
DEPARTMENT
John McCarthy

brings promise to
the program
By STEVE COLLINS
ohn McCarthy, a Lynn
University alumni, was r~
ly named the new Athletic
Director to replace Dr. Dick
Young. McCaJtby, the former
Blue and Wlrite Club ChlimaJ; i!
delennined to make the spods program
a grr:atc:xpaiax:e fa- the stndmt att.
letesatl¥-

J

While pumuing his Masler's degree at
Lym. MtCaltby wrote a45"p;tBelbaM
on bow to run the athletic~
His eqiaril was, ''Don't fix something if it im't broke."

"That attitude
to· the
department
and ·wants to
make sure
everything
runs
smoothly."

ynn's Fighting
Teamates Mark MellifiQ and ~ Ounkerly
Knights are not only
undefeated with an overall
goals leading to their victories
record of 10-0-0, but they are at
The depth of talent is a key factor,
the top of the country after taking
while 11 different players have
down the University of Tampa 4·
scored goals for the Knights.
1 in the first conference game of
Leading the team in goals is Chris
the season.
Karagianis with 6 and Anton
Lundstedt and Andrew Hirst with
The Knights, behind 0•1 at half5. 1\v~ others have 4, Mark
time on Sept. 28 at home against
Melling and Gartbfield Whyte.
the Tampa Spartans, controlled
the game in the seeond half, shut·
At the top-in tho as&tm~
tina down the Spartans offense.
·Lee Dukes .with f,_ C~opber
The K.Dlghts scOied four goals
Knoll. has chipped in widl4, fol-"
coming baek to win 4-l in their
lowing cloae behiDti with J eaeir
first conference. match.
are Arrtoo l.uatitecb, Mark
Dunkerley1 and Davie~.
'"This win meaot a lot to our team

L

because d1ey beat us twice last~

and went on to win the National
Charnpion<lbip. It was very imp011ant
to win 4-1 over T81J1la to start oonfur-

ence," said senior captain Tom Davies.
On Oct. 5, the Knights took down

Arichoring the defense i& freshman
goalie- Kevin Street. With 3 perfect shutout games, Street has 24
goalie saves on the season, allowing ooly 4 in 7 matches, for a save
percentage of .857.

McCarthy brings that attitude to
the department and wants to make
sure everything runs smoothly.
His main concern is fixing the
sports facilities. Building new
fields, as well as restoring old
ones, is first priority for the new
director.

KNIGHTS
COMING
A51FAM

The lynn
Volleyball Team
Looks To Climb
To The Top
By SARA QUATROCKY

T

he Lynn volleyball team

went up and over the net

Tuesday, Oct. I against

Palm Beac~b Atlantic University,
beating them in 4 games to Cllpltll'e
the match, and go over the .500
mark with a 8-7 record. After losing the f:Jnt game, the Knights
took the next 3 games for the victory.
Sunshine State Conference play

"I like to surround myself with

great people," said McCarthy when
commenting on the athletic staff.
McCarthy received his Bachelor's
degree from the Umversity of
Delaware where he studied history
with a concentration in jQUl1lalism.
He earned his master's ciegRe at
Lynn with a concentration in
sports nnmagement. He eotWbed
men's basketball at Willim:io!toa
Coll* for three
a! an as!is--

years

for the Knights started on Sept. 28
at Florida Southern College.
Dropping the Knights in three
straight games to take the match,
the Mocs gave Ly'nB their first

confereoce loss.
Leadillg the team in kills this se.

soo is Michele Newman with 13'0.

taut.IUKtf®i." ~ )Ie~ ~&

Newman averages.2..4I kills per

That's where be met Dr. Donald
Ross, l.)'BJI"s ~anti eame
tG Boca w
cbairmaa of the
Blue and White Club.

games. With ORiy 39 errors ill 304

McCanhy is very thankfal for bis

every time site. touches tbe ball.

became

JreW

game, playing in all 54 of Lymt'!l
total attat:ks, Newman i& a thre8t

pcl8ition.

"I will find a way to make everyone proud," said Mc;:Carthy, promising that he'll work around the
clock to make sure everything is
done right:
·

Theresa Daniels and Cristina
Perillo have also contributed to the
team's 710 total kills with 106 and
CONtiNUED TO'PQ. i1

11

Spike it!

SOCCER TEAM
STRUGGLES
Women's Soccer Team Looks to
Second Half
VOLLYBALL TEAM

CONTINUED FROM PG. 10

By SARA QUATROCKY

107 respectively. Daniels has

L

ynn's women's soccer team is having a season that is out of character for the Knights.
Struggling to maintain control of their own season, they have accumulated an overall record
of 3-5-3 after the first ll games, and have fallen to l-3-2 in conference play.

played in 48 games, averaging
2.21 kills, while Perillo averages
2.33 kills per game in 46 games.

The Knights three double-overtime ties have played a crucial part in the team's destination, with
two of them coming in conference play against the Moccasins of Florida Southern College ( 1-l) on
Sept. 21 and The Eckerd College Tritons (3-3) on Sept. 29.
The lone conference win was on Sept. 22 at home against St. Leo University, 3-l.

"Nine
different
players have
contributed to
the team's
season total
of 15 goals."

As a team, the Knights have a
total of 609 assists. Setting for
407 of those assists, and leading
the team, is Cari Rivera. She is

In the NCAA Division II South Region, the team ranks seventh, losing ground on a season that had
high hopes.

averaging 9.93 per game. Rivera

•

-bas played in 41 games.
With only one senior, Kim Covell, the Knights are working to rebuild the program for 2003 .
Nine different players have contributed to the team's season total of 15 goals. Leading the team in
goals scored are Piper
Seaman and Kim Pyra with
3, Angela Rossini and Kim
Covell each have 2.
The Knight's assist leade'r,
after II games, is Adrianne
Peterson with 3. Four other
players have added 2 assists
this year.
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Megan Vondal and Kelly
Friedrich have split time at
goalie throughout the first
half of the season. Vondal,
playing in eight games, has
recorded 3 5 saves for a per
centage of .673, while post
ing 2 shutouts back-to-back
against Alabama Huntsville
on Sept. 2, and North
Florida University on Sept. 7.

With 46 service aces, Erin
Whitehead leads the Knights in
this category. With an average of
0.85, Whitehead is close to putting
down one ace a game.
Newman is right behind
Whitehead with 39, while Daniels
and Shelby Vollmer have 26 and
24 respectively.
On the defensive side, Vollmer is

on top with 129 digs, averaging
2.43 a game. Right behind
Vollmer is Whitehead, averaging
2.11, totaling 114 for the season.
Defending at the net, Newman again
is leading the Knights in blocks;
with 8 solo blocks and 33 assisted
blocks, she has a total of 41.

Friedrich has played in 5
games for the Knights ,
allowing only 6 goals,
while racking up 14 saves,
for a percentage of .700 .
The Knights now try to turn
around the season in the sec
ond half of play.

Lynn will host two more matches
at home this month: EmbryRiddle at 5:00p.m. on Oct. 19,
and Nova Southeastern University
at 7:00p.m. on Oct. 22.

"As a team,
the Knights
have a total of
609 assists.
Setting for
407 of those
assists, and
leading the
team, is Cari
Rivera."
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Friday, October 25
Anything that Floats
E\'t:nt starts at 3: I 5 P.M _(Student Center}
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Wednesday, October 23
Jearn Bowling
Evullt starts at 9:00 P.\-1. (Don Carter\)
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Tuesday, October ~2
Movie on the lawn
E..,·ent J;tartS at 7:00P.M. (Freiburger Lawn)

ifhun;day, October 24
Mr. & Ms. lynn Tnh•ersity
Event starts at 7:00 P.M. (Cafe)
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Jonday. Oct!Yber ll
Window Painting
Event starts at 3:00P.M. (Cafe}
tnt is j uJgt:tl at 7:00 P.M .
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Oct 21 - 26
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SCHEDULE

Mon

Thu

Saturday. October 26
Golf Cart Parade
E'•ent start~ at 10:00 A.M. (Securily Shack)
E"ent is judged at 12:30 P.M.
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lAlcoliol
lAwareness
Week
October 20-0ctober 25
look for posters around

campus telling you when and
where the events will be held.
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Did you kno\v safe ride's free
umber is 1-800-67 5-6349

